
The Transmission Mechanism of Monetary 
Policy
From the Classroom: Timmee Grinham
(Educator Advisory Panel)



Senior Economics syllabus coverage of Monetary Policy/ 
Transmission Mechanism
 NSW - HSC: 

 implementation of monetary policy by the Reserve Bank of Australia 

 impact of changes in interest rates on economic activity and the exchange rate 

 Victorian - VCE:

 transmission mechanisms of monetary policy and their influence on the level of aggregate demand 
including savings and investment, cash flow, availability of credit, exchange rate movements and 
asset prices

 Queensland - Years 11 & 12

 Monetary policy included as a topic

 Western Australia – Year 12

 how monetary policy affects the level of economic activity i.e. the transmission mechanism

 South Australia - SACE

 The definition and impact on the economy of monetary policy

 Tasmania – Economics 3

 How the government manages the economy, including interest rates



RBA Education 
page – Resources!



In a nutshell

Brief, graphic displays 
of key information ‘in a 
nutshell’



Nutshells: 
Monetary Policy 
in Australia & MP 
Implementation  



Using ‘Nutshells’ in your classroom

 Use as a warm up activity
 Class reading

 Students provided with copies of one or two nutshells (e.g. ‘MP in Australia’ 
& ‘MP Implementation’). They read the sheet/s together as a class. 

 Think/Pair/Share

 Students work in pairs to generate two questions about the information, per 
pair of students. Record on Post-It Notes.

 The questions shared with the class

 Collect up questions on Post-Its and display on poster paper on classroom 
wall.

 Refer back to questions regularly during topic coverage, to remind students 
that questions / queries are being addressed. 



RBA Explainer: 
The Transmission 

of Monetary 
Policy 



Idea 1: Use this 
approach to read 

TM Explainer



“Read and 
rehash”



Using the TM Explainer in your classroom

 IDEA 2: Set as a ‘flipped classroom’ reading task

 Students read the information outside the classroom

 In class, students create up to 10 questions they can set for other students 
in the class (teacher can provide an idea of the kinds of questions required 
e.g. one per channel, one re: the cash rate/commercial rate spread, one on 
inflationary expectations, one on the effectiveness of the mechanism)

 Discuss the student-created questions in class, to help students modify or 
improve them

 Use the student-created questions for either classwork or revision

 Extension idea: students required to create ‘sample answers’ to share with 
the class

(Some teachers ask students to generate questions and then promise students 
that a certain number of student-generated questions will be on the 
assessment!)



Using the TM Explainer in your classroom 
(cont.)

 IDEA 3: Students represent 
information visually

 E.g. Students use the information on 
‘Inflation Expectations’ to create a 
diagram showing how they work. 

 Then have students explain how RBA 
inflation targeting counters inflation 
expectations

Workers 
expect rising 

inflation

Want earnings 
to keep up 

with inflation

Push for higher 
wage rises

Higher wage 
rises flow 
through as 

higher 
production 

costs

Rising inflation



Using the TM Explainer in your classroom 
(cont.)

 Idea 4: Students consider 
why the Channels of the 
transmission mechanism 
work.
 Pairs of students consider a 

Channel of the TM in detail:

 Savings and Investment 
Channel

 Cash Flow Channel

 Asset Prices/Wealth Channel

 Exchange Rate Channel

 Pairs teach the class

 How & Why the channel 
works

 Who the channel most 
affects

 What other factors might 
affect the channel



Example: Cash Flow Channel
 HOW & WHY:

 ↑ cash rate lead to ↑ retail interest rates

 Reduces amount of cash available to spend e.g. because can’t borrow as much as 
before or must pay more interest than before (increased repayments) 

 Works because large amount of ‘borrower debt’ in Australia

 WHO:
 Households who have borrowed (mortgages, other credit) – variable rates

 Businesses with loans on variable rates

 OTHER FACTORS:
 Households with deposits do have MORE income, but the effect on households and 

businesses with debt is greater 



Learning Activities page –in ‘Resources’



Label the Transmission Channel Diagram
Activity Sheet on the 
‘Learning Activities’ page

Label the diagram using 
arrows:  

                (increase) or

                (decrease)

for both INCREASE in cash 
rate (tightening MP) and 
DECREASE in cash rate 
(loosening MP)



Scenarios: Which Transmission 
Mechanism Channel Am I?
 Rajesh & Maanya are young professionals keen to buy their first home in 

Parramatta (suburban Sydney). They’ve heard it’s likely the RBA will soon 
increase interest rates. They’ve decided to defer their purchase, and save a little 
more towards their deposit.

 Hans and Peter live in a nice terrace house in Carlton (inner-city Melbourne). 
They are both high school teachers. They took out their mortgage 15 years ago, 
and their mortgage is on a variable rate loan. Their bank has recently raised the 
interest rate on their mortgage (after the RBA raised the cash rate). Their 
monthly repayments have increased and so they’ve had to cut back on their 
entertainment and clothing spending.

 Gladys and Bert are self-funded retirees. They live on income from their 
investments, including interest from term deposits. They’re pleased the RBA has 
recently raised the cash rate, as now their bank will pay them higher interest, 
and they’ll be able to go on a Queensland holiday soon.

 (Teachers could have students create these scenarios as part of the Idea 3 
activity where students explain individual channels) 



Activity: Illustrate TM visually

 Students receive a 
page with two table 
of all the ‘steps’ 
and ‘pieces’ in the 
TM (including 
different channels)

 One table for 
Increase TCR and 
one for Decrease 
TCR

 Cut up and re-
assemble to create 
a visual flow chart 
of the TM 



Mock RBA Board Meeting

Resource on RBA Education 
page (Learning Activities)

 



Source of 
recent 
charts for 
RBA ‘Board 
meeting’  - 
or visit 
Chart Pack



Gather evidence
 Students gather latest data on key 

indicators 

 Present information on their indicator(s) 
to class

 Explain what the indicator says about the 
economy 

 Recommendation re: cash rate decision 
based on indicator performance

 Class discussion as ‘the Board’

 Vote on decision as required



What’s the trend? Implications for AD & 
inflation? Likely MP response?



What would we say 
about recent CPI 
figures in terms of 
RBA MP decision?



Students write up decision – compare 
to RBA Board decision and reasoning



Activity: Stakeholder perspectives on 
RBA MP decisions

 Another way of 
approaching 
different 
impacts of MP 
decisions

 Could help tease 
out the idea of 
‘transmission 
mechanism 
channels’ for 
weaker students 



So?
What else is 
there?

RBA 
Speeches



Other speeches - provide Charts not in Chart Pack



Board minutes

“Read and rehash” 
perhaps??

Publications:



RBA 
Bulletin

Excellent 
‘Stand 
alone 
articles

Publications:



Statement of 
Monetary 
Policy

Excellent 
Charts and 
‘boxes’

Publications:



An aside: - Subject Selection: Promoting Economics

Cognitive skills of Economics



Promoting Economics – “Show me the money!!”

Graphs and ‘content’



Email Service

Subscribe to 
others from 
this page

… for 
everything!!



Let’s 
reverse 
this 
trend!
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